The Spear Dance: https://www.loc.gov/item/2008680305/

Explore More:
- Collections: Fine Prints: Japanese, pre-1915 collection
- Online exhibition: The Floating World of Ukiyo-e
#ColorOurCollections: Japanese Woodblock Prints

Suruga Satta no kaijō / Hiroshige-ga: [https://www.loc.gov/item/2004666332/](https://www.loc.gov/item/2004666332/)

**Explore More:**
- Collections: [Fine Prints: Japanese, pre-1915 collection](https://www.loc.gov/item/2004666332/)
- Online exhibition: [The Floating World of Ukiyo-e](https://www.loc.gov/item/2004666332/)
Floral Designs for Kimonos: https://www.loc.gov/item/2009615645

Explore More:
- Collections: Fine Prints: Japanese, pre-1915 collection
- Online exhibition: The Floating World of Ukiyo-e
#ColorOurCollections: Japanese Woodblock Prints

Explore More:
- Collections: Fine Prints: Japanese, pre-1915 collection
- Online exhibition: The Floating World of Ukiyoe

Kobushi ni mimizuku: https://www.loc.gov/item/2008660938/
#ColorOurCollections: Japanese Woodblock Prints

Explore More:
- Collections: Fine Prints: Japanese, pre-1915 collection
- Online exhibition: The Floating World of Ukiyo-e

Fox and two hares: https://www.loc.gov/item/2009630317/
#ColorOurCollections: Japanese Woodblock Prints

Explore More:
- Collections: Fine Prints: Japanese, pre-1915 collection
- Online exhibition: The Floating World of Ukiyo-e

Hotarugari: https://www.loc.gov/pictures/item/2008661171/